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Chapter: 563
The innate realm, also called the transcendent realm, in this realm, in a sense,
is already a new kind of human being, not only has the fighting level greatly
improved, it can beat a group of people by one person, and the vitality will
increase a lot, and the life form will change. It’s not being poisoned, tricked,
or died unexpectedly. Generally, you can live to be 120 years old or more.
According to the ugly master, there are very few masters in the transcendent
realm in today’s world.
If Lin Ziming can successfully break through to the innate realm, then he
can be regarded as a big man, qualified to compete with the world’s heroes.
But this is not yet able to challenge the Luo Tian organization, because there
are many transcendent realm masters in the Luo Tian organization.
“After the Transcendent Realm, is there still a way?” Lin Ziming asked the
key.
It was the first time that he heard of this concept and felt very new. Now he
is at the pinnacle of the acquired state, and there are few opponents in the
society. It is difficult for him to imagine what a transcendent realm or even a
higher realm would be like. exist.
Ugly Lord’s eyes suddenly projected brilliant light, there was worship, awe,
and fear. He took a deep breath and said: “Behind the Transcendent Realm
is the legendary Broken Void, and King Kong is not bad!”
“Broken Void, isn’t King Kong bad?” Lin Ziming was taken aback, his eyes
filled with suspicion, and said, “You are teasing me. As you say, I have
gone to cultivate immortals.”
Ugly Master was very serious and meticulous, and said: “I’m not joking. In
fact, many people don’t know that there is a realm behind the transcendental
realm that King Kong is not bad. King Kong is not bad. It is not the kind of
cultivation in the novel. It can’t be killed, but the body is strong to a certain
degree, it is not invaded by a hundred poisons, and its vitality is strong. No
virus or any poison can harm the real body of the strong.”
“Of course, it is even rarer that King Kong is not a bad power. As far as I
know, there are only two or three in the world!”
Lin Ziming could see that the ugly master did not lie, so he immediately
asked, “Who is it?”
The ugly master glanced at him, without a positive answer, but said: “Little
master, I know you have always wanted to kill the Luo Tian organization
and rescue the young lady. But as the loyal servant of the young lady, I
advise you. , Now dismiss this idea for the time being, unless you have
grown to a realm where King Kong is not bad.”
Lin Ziming lowered his eyes without answering. There was no expression
on his face, and no one could see what he was thinking.
After the ugly master bid farewell, Lin Ziming returned to the villa in
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Yulong Bay, hid the best cleansing pills, and began to arrange a team of
bodyguards. During this time, first protect Chu Fei’s family of three to
prevent Gu Hanxing from coming home in anger. revenge.
Now Lin Ziming must consider all aspects in his work and cannot make
mistakes easily.
In the next step, he would find time to relax, leave everything alone, and
attack the innate realm with all his strength.
Of course, he didn’t have to rush to do it right away. In the next few days,
he calmed down and concentrated on studying the Xisui Pill, trying to
minimize the risk, and the safest way to break through to the innate realm.
Now he is not alone, there are still many people standing behind him, and he
can’t have an accident.
Finally, after he had studied it clearly and had ninety-nine percent certainty,
he began to concentrate, retreat for half a month, and break through to the
innate realm with all his strength.
When he was about to start retreat, on Gu Hanxing’s side, he also made all
the preparations and began to sprint with all his strength.
His eyes projected raging anger, with the belief of revenge, he must break
through to the innate realm.
“Lin Ziming, when I break through to the innate realm, I will be the first to
seek revenge for you! Wait for me!”
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